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Fri 5th Sep Start of Term for 
Year 7, 12 and 13

Mon 8th Sep Start of Term for 
Year 8, 9, 10, and 11

Wed 24th Sep Year 11 Information Evening

Wed 1st Oct Year 10 Information Evening

Fri 2nd Oct Year 6 Open Evening

School closes 1.10pm

Fri 3rd Oct INSET Day

dates foryour diaryDear Parent / Carer
I am finding it hard to believe that I am now writing to
you about the end of the Academy year!  It has certainly
been a very busy one, and I would like to thank all
members of staff and students for the contribution so
many have made to support the school in making
progress.  We still have a great deal to do over the
coming years but great strides have been made, which I
am sure will be reflected in this year’s GCSE results. 

You will be receiving your son's report this week, together with a separate letter
from Mr Baker and Mr Leadbitter to explain the report.  This will also outline
our planned follow-up next term. 
We have a few members of staff leaving at the end of the year; I would like to
thank all of them for the contribution that they have made to the school over a
number of years.  Our best wishes to Miss Spratt, Mrs Warren, Mrs Simmonds,
Miss Hart, Miss Haggart, Mr Edmunds and Miss Daw.
I am pleased to report that we are fully staffed for September, and I look forward
to introducing our new team members at the start of the new term. 
We have some significant improvements being carried out to the buildings over
the summer.  Secure gates are being installed which will prevent people being able
to walk onto the school grounds without permission.  A new Student Services
Reception is being set up in the Lower School, and from September all parents
visiting the Academy should come to the gate on Park Avenue.  Parking spaces will
be reserved for visiting parents.  This change is to make the Academy a safer place
for our students.  In addition to that, new windows are also being installed
throughout the Lower School, and we are installing a new music department.  This
is especially exciting as it will provide our students with fantastic facilities in which
to learn music. The new facility will also include a fully equipped recording studio. 
We have ended the year with an activities week which has given our students
the opportunity to engage in a range of very different activities.  I hope the boys
have enjoyed the week and gained a lot from it.  I would like to thank all staff for
their hard work in supporting the week but must particularly thank Mr Olorunda
and Mr Hatley for bringing the whole event together. 
Next year’s calendar is now available on the Academy website; it is fully aligned
to the Helenswood calendar to make things easier for parents with children in
both Academies.  Please note that term starts, next year, on Friday, 5th
September for Year 7, and 6th Form students only.  All other year groups will
commence on Monday, 8th September at the normal time. 
There are a series of Curriculum Information evenings for each year group in the
first term, please put these dates in your diary as they are important meetings
designed to help you in supporting your son throughout the year. 
Please also ensure that your son returns to school in full uniform including plain
black shoes which must not be canvas or any type of trainer.  No jewellery is
permitted.  All students will need a bag suitable for carrying books, and will need
to bring the following items every day; Pens, Pencil, Eraser, Ruler, Protractor and
Calculator. Please help your son by checking that he has the above equipment in
his bag every day. 
I would like to thank the many of you who have been so supportive during my
first year here.  I would like to wish you a safe and enjoyable summer, and look
forward to working in partnership with you next year. 
Yours sincerely, 
Mark Phillips, 
Principal

Welcome

Photos from activities week
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Hastings United Football Club (HUFC) and
ARK William Parker Academy (AWPA) are
pleased to announce that for the coming
academic year there will be an under 19
Football Academy in the town. Mark Phillips,
Principal, said ‘We are very excited by this
new initiative. The football academy will
enable us to offer a first class opportunity
for students to combine educational and
sporting excellence. I am delighted that we
are able to extend the school’s provision as
part of our commitment to the community.’ 
At present the Academy will be available for
students studying A level courses, or
equivalent, with the clear strength of the
Academy being the flexibility and diversity
of study that AWPA can offer. It will be
possible to study A levels, BTEC Sport or a
combination of the two at AWPA. All
players will have a personal academic tutor
to support their progress.
The football aspect of the academy will,
initially, concentrate on the Academy team
playing in the Sussex Colleges League. This
is supported by the opportunity the players
will have to play for HUFC at U'18, U'21
and possibly senior level. In the second year
the Academy team will play in the Youth
Alliance League with the College League

being used to supplement those matches
for some players.
Players will train or play within the squad at
least three times a week, with the coaching
being led by Ben White, the current U'21
coach at HUFC. They will also be expected
to follow a personal training program and
achieve either a coaching or officiating
qualification in Football.
Ben White, HUFC coach, said “This is a
huge step forward in terms of the football
development for Hastings United Football
Club and the local area. It demonstrates the
commitment of the Football Club in
developing sound foundations from which
we can look to produce more home grown
players at HUFC. Plans have been in the
pipeline for several years, but with the drive
of Conrad Moore and support of Metin
Serdar they should now bear fruit.”
Student George Stonham said “The Football
Academy is a brilliant idea which I’m
excited to be a part of. It’s a great
opportunity to develop my skills in football
whilst improving academically.”
For further information please contact Ben
White: Tel. 07782282178 or email ARK
William Parker Academy:
j.elford@arkwilliamparker.org

Teaming up with Hastings United

On Wednesday, 9th July a group of students
from Years 7-10 enjoyed participating in a
practical Drama workshop to celebrate the
450th anniversary of Shakespeare’s birth.
The day culminated in a performance to
Year 7s in the school hall. 
The performance combined physical theatre
with some famous speeches. Year 7 started
with “All the world’s a stage”, from “As You
Like it”, followed by “The Tempest” and Year
10s delivering Caliban’s speech in a magical
forest. Year 8s led the Chorus of “Romeo
and Juliet” closely followed by Year 9s
opening to “Macbeth”, complete with
witches, and all was rounded off by a Year

10 who toppled the King to become Puck
from “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”.
Further opportunities are planned for next
year, so that more students can engage,
actively, with the works of Shakespeare in
this anniversary year.

Shakespeare’s 450th anniversary

Pedalling for smoothies
On Tuesday, 3rd June, the Academy
promoted Healthy Eating and gave
students the opportunity to make
smoothies in an unconventional way.
Amidst excited calls of ‘faster, faster’,
from fellow classmates, students tested
their ‘Pedal power’ and raced against
each other on two custom made
Smoothie Bikes.  Each modified bike
has a blender, positioned just behind
the saddle, which turned, when the bike
was pedalled, to mix up healthy
smoothies. The students had a fun-filled
time, and at the end of each race
everyone enjoyed the fruits of their
labour by drinking the delicious, healthy
smoothie which they had just blended. 
Student, Spead Barlow, said “By
drinking smoothies I could increase
the amount of fruit I eat. It was
exhausting, but great fun!”
Steven Ebsworth also commented “It
was hard; it was fun; it was worth it,
because it tastes so nice”.
We would like to thank Sainsburys in
Hastings, who generously donated all
the fruit for the day, for supporting us
in the promotion of Healthy Eating
across the Academy and for making
the event a huge success.

Little Ridge Sports Day
On a bright, sunny afternoon ARK
William Parker Academy (AWPA)
hosted the annual Little Ridge School
Sports event.  AWPA Year 10 students
were on hand to help; they marshalled
events, helped the young athletes
through their paces and ensured
everything ran smoothly.  Teacher
Graham Morris said “The boys were
an absolute credit to the school and
gained heaps of praise from the
teaching staff from Little Ridge. Most
of the students used to attend Little
Ridge and valued the chance to see
some of their ex teachers.”
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A bright Thursday evening saw a dazzling
parade of Helenswood and ARK William
Parker students gathering at the ARK
William Parker Academy Main Hall to
celebrate the end of their exams and the
commencement of their onward journey. 
Thanks to the extremely hard work of the
Prom committee, Julia Beaney, Helen Phillips
and the countless members of operational
staff, the evening was second to none. The
venue was glittering, lively and exciting. 
The stunning young women and handsome
young men arrived in classic and innovative
modes of transport. These ranged from an
Aston Martin DB7, Bentley, Ferrari and

countless convertibles to a motorcycle trike
and a unique modified pink 101 Army truck
equipped with sound systems, red carpet
and a personal chauffeur. 
The evening was a great success as
thoughts of exams and five years of hard
work faded away in a whirl of dancing and
music. Gourmet burgers, pizza and chips,
chicken goujons, delicious desserts together
with a 5 tier chocolate fountain were
enjoyed by all. The highlight was an amazing
firework display watched by all the guests
before they headed back inside for their
final dances.
Mr Olorunda, Head of Year 11 and Assistant

Principal at ARK William Parker said “I wish
the entire year group well and the best of
luck with their futures. I hope they will
continue to work hard and follow their
dreams”. He continued,  “This has been one
of the hardest and most emotional things I
have ever had to do, saying goodbye to my
boys after 5 wonderful years.”
Mrs Monk, Principal of Helenswood
Academy added: ‘It is always a delight
celebrating the last five years of life at
Helenswood with all of the girls and we
wish them every success in their next steps
towards the university or career of their
choice!’

A Dazzling affair at the Year 11 Prom
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The ARK William Parker Academy Art Exhibition
has been a great success. The event showcased the
outstanding talent of A Level and Year 11 GCSE
students on Art and Design and Graphics courses.
A massive range of media, techniques and
approaches were used; subjects ranged from Steven
Edmett’s shark sculpture, inspired by Damian Hirst,
to William Francis’ mosaic painting of the Queen;
film work, developed by graphics students Steven
Pelling and Jack Sleath, was also on display. 
The event concluded with a celebration evening on
Thursday 19th June when students were awarded
gifts for effort and outstanding work. In Year 11 the
awards for producing outstanding work over the
two year course went to Barnaby Gooch and
Harry Stevens. Awards for outstanding work and
effort in AS went to Bethany Hodges and Barnaby
Catterall; Year 13 awards went to Sam McMillan
and Bradley Toft; AS Graphics awards went to Max
Graham and Stephen Edmett, and finally, the Year
13 Graphics awards for outstanding effort went to
Michael Manyarara and Stephen Pelling. 
Sonny Woodhead head of Art said “It has been a
pleasure to set up the show this year and see the
work come to life. The standard of work is
outstanding once again. Well done to all who have
contributed and thank you to all those who have
been involved in making this such an exciting
exhibition.”

Art Exhibition 2014
A showcase of 
outstanding talent 



First time at the beach!
Sunshine, warmth and a gentle sea
breeze was how Hastings greeted 34
Year 12 students who visited from
Walworth Academy at the beginning
of July. The same students had hosted
ARK William Parker Year 12
sociologists who had travelled to
south east London in March this year.
The return visit heralded the further
development of friendships between
the two sets of students and staff.
After a rapid tour of the school site,
an appetite was generated by an
amble through Alexandra Park to the
old town. Despite an itinerary that
included the most iconic elements of
Hastings’ fishing heritage, it was clear
that the consensus was that the only
place to be on such a day was the
beach. (It being the first beach
experience for some of the Walworth
students!)
Stone throwing, paddling and then a
hearty consumption of big bags of
chips saw both sets of students happy
to relax, chat and enjoy their
summery surroundings. The obvious
enjoyment felt helped to underpin the
primary aim of the visits which was to
provide students who come from
different geographical and cultural
backgrounds with a more in depth
picture of the lives and experiences
that young people are exposed to
whilst growing up.
The visit ended far too soon.
However, it is definitely in the
calendar for next year.
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ARK William Parker Year 10 Cricket team
got through to the semi-final of the T20
Sussex Cup at Blackstone.  AWPA won the
toss and chose to bat against opponents
Angmering.  Alex Coyle got an unfortunate
decision from the umpire, given out caught
behind, despite not hitting the ball. Cody
Harding and Ivan Flanagan scored quickly
before getting out for 14 and 22
respectively after only 7 overs. Runs were
then hard to find and AWPA only managed

to score 83 all out with 3.3 overs remaining.
In reply Angmering were helped by a
generous AWPA attack, gifting 30 runs in
extras. Ben Cornelius (4-9) and Sam Hobbs
(0-10) were the only bowlers to show a
consistent line and length off their 4 overs.
Angemring reached their target with 3
wickets and 4 overs to spare. This was a
disappointing way to end the run in this
tournament having beaten Bedes, Lancing
College and Seaford College in earlier rounds.

Year 10
Cricket team
reach 
semi-finals 
of the T20
Sussex Cup

On a bright Wednesday morning, ARK William
Parker Academy welcomed the new Year 7
cohort for 3 induction days. The aim of these days
was to help new students feel at ease during their
transition from primary to secondary school. The
students spent the time participating in lessons;
familiarising themselves with a much bigger
school; meeting new teachers; making new friends
and, most importantly, learning to be ARK William
Parker students. 
Many of the lessons had a local theme of
‘Famously Hastings’, with the boys decorating
pigeons with local events such as Jack-in-the-Green
and Hastings Bonfire in their art lessons. The
students developed their map reading skills in
Geography, as they were working out a series or
journeys in the town. In maths they had to solve
a series of puzzles using the numbers ‘1066’. In
other subjects the students practised their cooking
skills; baking lemon tarts in food technology, and
making door hangers in design technology. In the
science department they conducted science
experiments with popping gas bubbles and had an
explosive time with methane gas!
Student James Mills really enjoyed the sessions
and said “We have done lots of different and
exciting things; I really liked playing rounders in
PE; we learnt about medieval times in History and
I had a Spanish lesson which I have never done
before.  I was a bit nervous about starting, but now I want to come back for more.” Freddie
Edwardes said “It’s really interesting, we have had lots of fun with everyone and we’ve all
got on well together.” Will Brown said “It’s the first time that I’ve done Spanish and played
golf. I’m definitely looking forward to coming in September”
The induction days were a great success; the students thoroughly enjoyed themselves and
we look forward to welcoming them back to ARK William Parker in September.

Year 6 students are eager to start in September! 

Charity Challenge
Eight students from Year 10 took part in a
special Villiers Park ‘Charity Challenge’ event
at Helenswood on Thursday, 26th June. The
event included Year 10 students from all the
academies in Hastings & St Leonards.
Students formed teams and designed a

marketing campaign for a given charity. 
Each had to design their campaign using the
social medium of their choice, and they then
had to pitch their campaign to the whole
group. Our Year 10s were very creative and
certainly showed an aptitude for the
advertising industry.
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ARK William Parker celebrated the school’s
first year as an academy within the ARK
Schools network at a ceremony with Year 7
students. Students Hamza Hussain and Ben
Steadman spoke eloquently of their
experiences in their first year at the school.  
Lucy Heller, CEO of ARK Schools, spoke of
the long history and unique character of
William Parker. She pledged to maintain the
traditions and ethos of the school at the
same time as transforming academic
attainment.  
Anthony Baker, Head of Key stage 3, spoke
about the continuation and development of
the school under the historic new title of
ARK William Parker. Speaking to the Year 7
students, he said “It is fantastic that you are
the first students who will be going through
the school with the new ARK William
Parker Academy title. As such, your role in
the history of the school is guaranteed; you
are an important part of the school and its
development. I am sure you will make the

most of your time at the academy and
achieve your full potential by making the
most of all the opportunities on offer.”
Principal Mark Phillips presented lapel pins
to those students who had achieved the
Principal’s Gold and Silver Awards for
outstanding contributions over the year.
The students and their guests, who included
the Mayor of Hastings, Councillor Bruce
Dowling, and the Chair of the Governing
Body, Sarah Driver, were entertained by a
group formed of Year 8 and 10 students
playing “Happy” by Pharrell Williams. 

A celebration of our first year

Ski 2014
All abilities of skiers and snowboarders
supported each other and enjoyed a
fun-packed week of activities. On the
first day we got to see our beautiful
chalet hotel where we received plentiful,
gorgeous food and care all week.
Students unpacked and were whisked
straight off to the slopes to see the
amazing facilities and ski runs Alpendorf
had to offer. We also experienced a
number of après ski activities,
including Austrian bowling, quiz nights
and sledging, as well as enjoying the
facilities at one of the largest health
spas in Europe, including a pool-based
cinema and hot and ice-cold water
pools.
Each level of ski group had their own
English-speaking ski leader and enjoyed
up to 6 hours of skiing a day, culminating
in races and competitions towards the
end of the week – not to mention the
infamous fancy-dress Thursday.  The
ski leaders also accompanied their
groups for the evening activities
leading to a real family atmosphere

Sussex Youth Games
Seven students from Year 7 were
selected to compete at the inaugural
Sussex Youth Games that took place
at the K2 complex in Crawley on
Thursday, 10th July. The students were
part of the Super Sixes athletics event;
our team was a combined team
involving Helenswood and AWPA
students. The team won through to
the event by winning the Hastings and
District event that took place earlier
in the year. The event consisted of
each athlete competing in one track
event and one field event. They were
also allowed to take part in one of the
2 relays. There were some excellent
athletes on show and some
outstanding performances especially
from both the ARK William Parker
and the Helenswood students.
The team finished 5th overall and was
awarded with an award for the
determination of all of the students.

Careers - Creative Cafe 
On 16th July ARK William Parker welcomed the Hastings
Creative Café focus on Manufacturing.  Year 10 students
from AWPA, Helenswood Academy and Hastings
Academy were given the opportunity to work with a
variety of manufacturers to investigate the designing,
financing, advertising and production of local products.
They were able to work on puzzles, use products and
question the business experts in order to help them
understand the variety of businesses based in Hastings.

Sports Day 2014 Town Sports
Several students from Years 7, 8, 9 and 10
were selected to represent the school at
the annual Secondary Town Sports event
that took place on the athletics arena on
Friday, 27th June.  All of the local schools
were represented at the event and there
were some outstanding performances
across all of the events.  After all of the
results were calculated from the events
ARK William Parker were the winners of
the Year 8, 9 and 10 competitions. The
school finished a creditable 3rd place in
the Year 7 event.



Preparing for D-Day at
the University of Sussex
On Monday, 23rd June, nine budding, Year 10
historians were given the opportunity to
take part in a ‘First Generation Scholars’
event at the University of Sussex.  The focus
of the day was an introduction to what
studying history would be like at university.
The theme for the session was ‘Preparing
for D-day’.  
Professor Chris Warne introduced the day
with an historical overview of D-day.
Martyn Cox then introduced a film of an
interview with an SOE (Special Operations
Executive) veteran; this encouraged the
students to think about behind the scenes
of Operation Overlord and look at the
ordinary parts played by so many unsung
heroes in an extraordinary event.
Students then moved from the lecture
theatre to a seminar room where they were
encouraged by a university teacher to think
about what being a historian means and
asking our students to question the facts
and think about what stories and how oral
history is  used to shape future generations
impressions of the past.
There followed an open discussion where

students were able to take back issues
raised from their discussions and discuss
prepared questions with Martyn.  The
students were then given an idea how
history was studied at university and
encouraged to ask questions.  It was a very
informative and effective day that gave our
students an insight into university life and
the historical skills needed.  Our thanks to
Mrs Byas in careers who enrolled the
Academy in this scheme.

Field trip to Fairlight
One hundred and seven students
from Year 10 visited Fairlight Country
Park to investigate environmental
damage at the park caused by
tourism.  The students travelled by
coach to Fairlight Country Park and
arrived near the visitors centre,
where they were split into two
groups. They collected data on the
depth of footpath erosion,
percentage of vegetation cover,
number of visitors and the gradients
of the paths.  This geography field trip
is part of their controlled assessment
and students will be writing up their
findings in class.  
The boys had a good time. Tim Broad
said, “It was fun, and I enjoyed the
practical nature of the trip.”;  Nick
Sutherland said, “I really enjoyed it,
and wanted to stay longer and go
further into the park.”;  Shaun Howe
said “I learned how to collect
primary data and record it; I really
enjoyed it.” and George Palmer
added, “ I loved the walk and the
views, and got a lot out of it; it was
nice learning in an outdoor
environment and not in the class
room.”
Teacher Di Megit said “The students
were amazing and excellent
ambassadors for the academy.”
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Year 8 and 10 students participated in 2
weeks of exciting and transformational
workshops with Humanutopia, a social
enterprise company that runs inspirational,
life-changing courses for young people
across the UK. 
The “Who Are You?” workshop focused on
the key areas of peer pressure/conformity,
bullying, developing tolerance and empathy
for each other, and the importance of
dreams and aspirations. Despite the serious
intentions of the project, there were many
activities that were enormous fun; some
exercises involved students having to follow
an accelerating sequence of instructions
with hilarious results. Who knew there
were so many ways of touching the tip of
your nose with your fingertip?
A number of Year 10 students volunteered

to become “Heroes” - positive role models
- whose conduct, behaviour and aspirations
will embody and demonstrate a code of
behaviour to which younger students will
aspire. The successful “Heroes” did a day of
training and then worked with Year 8 to 
co-deliver the “Who Are You?” day.
Arthur Clay, Year 8, said about working with
the “Heroes”, “The “heroes” are a really
good idea; you now know you can go to
them to ask for help and that they will
understand how you feel.”
Alex Trundle, Year 10 “Hero”, said, “In the
end, we in Year 10 have learned about the
feelings and experiences of others, and this
has forced me to have a re-think and look
at my own behaviour, to the point where I
think we have to change how things have
been.”

Be the best you can, with Humanutopia 

Scout 
update
The Academy’s
Scout Troop
have been
keeping busy as
usual; this term
we have been
paintballing,
climbing, biking,
gliding and
swimming. There was a 3 day
survival skills camp, backwoods
cooking and DIY badge.
We are soon off to summer camp
for 10 days in Yorkshire. Sailing and
windsurfing, caving and pioneering
will be some of the activities.
The Troop meets on Fridays at 
7.30 p.m.  Find out more by visiting
our website:
www.24thhastingsscouts.org.uk

£792.58 raised 
Thank you to students and
staff who supported our
recent mufti day, where the dress
theme for the day was red, white
and blue. The funds raised went to the
Royal British Legion and Charity for Kids. 



Students and staff from ARK William Parker
Academy, with their guests, gathered in All
Saints Church to hear the Bishop of
Chichester, the Rt. Reverend Dr Martin
Warner, preach at the 92nd Annual
Commemoration Service.  
ARK William Parker Academy traces its
origin to the founding of a school through
the bequest of the rector of All Saints'
parish, the Reverend William Parker, in 1619.
The current rector, the Reverend Robert
Featherstone, participated in the service
with the school chaplain, the Reverend
Peter Michell.
With a congregation approaching 250, there
was an historical perspective, with Bishop
Martin comparing the challenges of the
world of 1619 with those of the world
today.  Addresses by two past students of
the school, Gareth Bendon, who attended
the  school 50 years ago, and James Bacon,
who left more recently, described how their

experiences at William Parker had impacted
upon their lives.  Bishop Martin promised to
return in 2019 to help celebrate the 400th
anniversary of the founding of the school.
Musical items were performed by Year 10
students and included an unlikely, but
pleasing choice of songs by Nirvana.
Guests included a past headteacher and the
deputy mayor.  Many commented on the
impressively good behaviour of the boys.
The event was a most happy occasion.

92nd Commemoration Service 

www.arkwilliamparkeracademy.org
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Artist of the
month. Year 10,
Alex Smith 
Alex Smith produced this
Francis Bacon self-portrait
response for the portrait
project. He has shown
inspiration from the artist
by using tonal blends,
similar colours and
distorted shapes. It is
painted with great
precision and skill.  Well done!

The Year 10 cricket team beat
Steyning Grammar School by
12 runs to reach the Sussex
Cup Final.
In a rain affected game, AWPA
won the toss and chose to bat
first in a 15 over match. Runs
were very difficult to make, as

the long wet grass slowed the outfield. Opener Alex Coyle batted sensibly to score 18
runs and with support from Ben Cornelius, Sam Hobbs scored a vital 41 (not out) as
AWPA set a target of 87.
Steyning again found life tough in the middle, with economical bowling from Ivan Flanagan
(0-7, off 3 overs) allowing Cody Harding (4-13) to pick up valuable wickets as Steyning
looked to play big shots. Tidy bowling from Craig Maclean in the last over saw 
AWPA safely into the County Final.

Give your 
views on Parent View
Parent View gives you the
chance to say what you think
about your child’s school. By
sharing your views, you’ll be
helping your child’s school to
improve. You will also be able
to see what other parents have
said about your child's school.
Visit
https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk

Ducklings come to school!
AWPA’s new arrivals appeared during
the Easter Break.  We have been
fortunate in that we have had the
pleasure of a new brood for about 8 or
9 years now. Our wildlife garden is the
perfect environment as it is completely
safe. Each year we manage to allow at
least 10 ducklings back into the wild
before we break up for the summer
holiday. We believe they fly to the park. 
Our students ALL enjoy watching
them grow and some of the younger
boys love to accompany an adult into
the garden to feed them and
sometimes just sit and enjoy watching
how comical they can be.  Daily, they
are fed duck pellets and as they grow
they are very happy to receive mashed
hard boiled eggs, chopped apple and
chopped lettuce.  
As time goes by we are slowly
developing the garden with kind
donations from various sources.

Year 9 cricket team win!
The Year 9 cricket team competed in
their second match of the summer
away at Claverham. The hosts batted
first and were immediately put under
pressure by some good accurate
bowling, George Marvin and Sam Bailey
removed both opening batsmen.
Claverham then put on a good
partnership to get some runs on the
board. Tyler Smith and Sam Hobbs took
wickets late on in the innings as
Calverham reached 94 in their allotted
overs. An excellent fielding display and
good wicket keeping from Lewis Palmer
kept the score down.  AWPA set about
chasing down the runs in a positive
manner, with Sam Hobbs dispatching the
ball to all parts of the ground to score
an unbeaten 52. Declan Johnson, Zack
Boutwood and Tom Climpson chipped
in with valuable runs as AWPA reached
their target with 4 overs to spare. 
Team; Sam Hobbs, Tom Benford, Declan
Johnson, Lewis Neech, Lewis Palmer,
Zack Boutwood, Tom Climpson, Tyler
Smith, Harry Martin, George Marvin,
Sam Bailey. 

Sussex Cup
Finalists


